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Abstract: Ball-end cutters are widely used in industries of dies, molds, and aerospace, which have the problem of 

poor machined surface quality due to the low cutting speed near the tool-tip. With the increase in the complexity of 

parts, it will become more and more difficult to avoid the tool-tip participating in the cutting. In this paper, the 

velocity effect sensitivity of ball-end cutter is analyzed, and several key positions, including the intersection points 

of the CWE boundaries, are selected to describe the cutting speed in three dimensions. The relationships between 

the cutting speed of the critical points and important variables such as: machining inclination angle and the feed 

direction were investigated. The optimal range of feed direction is obtained when the tool-tip engages in the 

contact circle. The core aim of the feed direction selection is to make the tool engagement area in a high position 

by changing the feed direction, to avoid surface damage caused by ploughing and improve the quality of the 

machined surface. Finally, an experimental study was carried out, and the results corroborate the effectiveness of 

the selection method. In the experiment, it was also found that cutting-out from the cutter contact position can 

improve the surface quality in the directions of non-optimal range, and the milling force and chips shape will vary 

with the change of the feed direction.  
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1 Introduction 

Ball-end cutters are the most commonly used tools in finishing and semi-finishing operations of sculptured 

surfaces because they have the advantage of strong adaptability to the variation of surface curvature [1]. However, 

unlike the ordinary face milling machining, the cutter workpiece engagement (CWE) alternates constantly, which 

makes the process unstable. Due to the geometrical characteristics of this process, the effective cutting speed varies 

with the machining inclination angle (angle formed between cutter axis and surface normal direction) and feed 

direction [2]. Moreover, because the cutting speed at the tip of the tool is zero, the engagement of tool-tip into the 

cutting region is detrimental to the machining process, which causes the phenomenon of ploughing and the 

deterioration of surface quality [3]. Although the tool-tip engagement can be relatively avoided by adjusting the 

tool orientation in a 5-axis machining, when the cutter needs to be replaced, the part near the tool-tip which has not 

been involved in the cutting would still be new, thus resulting in a significant waste of the cutter material [4]. With 

the increase in the complexity of parts, it will become more and more difficult to avoid the tool-tip participating in 

the cutting. Therefore, when the tool-tip engages in the contact circle, the cutting mechanism and the chain 

reactions caused by the velocity effect of ball-end cutters need to be further studied to maximize the benefits of 

ball-end cutters. 

The change of cutting speed will influence the final material characteristics and the chip forming mechanism 

[5,6], thus affecting the final surface quality, which is called “velocity effect” in related literature [7-9]. The speed 

effect was proposed by ROWE [7] in the field of grinding, which studied the influence of the ratio of the cutting 

speed of the grinding wheel to the feed rate of a workpiece in the process. Tian [8] mentioned the concept of 

velocity effect to explore the influence of increasing the linear speed of the grinding wheel on the chip forming 

process of high strength and tough materials. Liu [9] studied the influence of velocity effect on the minimum 

cutting thickness in the process of milling hardened steel with ball-end cutters and determined the minimum 

cutting thickness under different cutting speeds.  

The parameters of cutter postures and tool path orientations will affect the tool engagement area, and different 

parts of the tool participating in cutting would lead to variations of cutting speed, hence affecting the surface 

quality. Lee et al. [10] performed the experiments at a workpiece tilt angle of 45° using various cutter orientations 

and materials, and the results indicated that the best cutting strategy was a vertical upward cutter orientation. 

Daymi et al. [11] did several experiments with ball-end milling in a titanium allow Ti-6Al-4V, they studied the 

effects of different workpiece tilt angle, feed per tooth, radial cutting depth, cutting speed, and other parameters on 

the surface topography. The experimental results show that better surface quality can be obtained when the 

inclination angle of the workpiece is 25°. 

Kalvoda et al. [12] used 5-axis milling experiments to study the effects of tool posture on milling surface 

roughness and texture, residual stress, and surface microhardness. The results show that the tilt angle has a great 

influence on the surface roughness and residual stress, while the influence of the lead angle is relatively small. Yao 

et al. [13] studied the effects of cutting speed, feed per tooth, and radial cutting depth on the surface roughness of 

flank milling titanium alloy TB2 by orthogonal experiments, obtaining an empirical correlation between milling 

parameters and surface roughness. It is considered that the feed per tooth has the greatest influence on the surface 

roughness. 

Shen et al [14] studied the influence of cutter path orientations on milling force, temperature, and surface 

integrity through the 60° incline surface milling tests of TC17. The results indicate that the maximum milling force 

is obtained under vertical downward milling path, and the minimum surface roughness is achieved under vertical 

upward mode, however, only the cutting speed at the tool contact point is considered in different tool paths. 

Nicola et al. [15] carried out an experiment of milling H13 steel with ball-end cutters. They studied the 

influence of four different tool paths on the machined surface roughness and texture for an inclination angle of 60°. 



It was concluded that the surface roughness is the largest when using vertical upward milling, and the smallest 

when using the vertical downward milling. 

Aspinwall et al [16] carried out cutting experiments with 45° angle with the oblique plane and 0° angle with 

the horizontal plane. They measured the force, vibration, tool wear, and surface integrity in the cutting process. 

The experimental results show that the resultant cutting force is highest with the 0° workpiece tilt angle operation 

as a consequence of the ploughing action occurring at the center of the ball-end cutter. However, only the 

consistency of the highest cutting speed point was considered in the experiment, and the influence of the lowest 

cutting speed point in the engagement area on the machined surface was not considered.  

Tan et al. [17] investigated the influence of tool feed direction on cutting force, tool wear, and surface 

integrity. They did the milling experiment with a 30° angle with the oblique plane for ball-end milling TC17. The 

experimental results show that the vertical upward tool path has the best surface morphology. Toh [18, 19] used a 

ball-end cutter to process the AISIH13 with a machined inclination angle of 75°. It deduced vertical downward 

orientation provided the long tool life, and vertical upward orientation achieved the best workpiece surface texture. 

Chen [20] carried out a series of experiments based on the analysis of cutting effect and response surface 

methodology. They analyzed various tool postures by geometric modeling and numerical simulation, however, the 

model did not consider the tool-tip effect in cutting. 

In summary, the variables that affect the surface quality of ball-end cutters generally consider three general 

aspects: machining inclination (3-axis) or tool orientation (5-axis), tool path direction, and milling parameters 

(spindle speed, feed per tooth, cutting depth, etc.). The influence of the cutting speed of cutter contact point or 

maximum cutting speed have been mostly considered in previous researches, and the effects of various factors on 

the cutting process and machined surface have been previously studied. However, the conclusions obtained under 

different experimental conditions are different. When the tool attitude and path parameters vary, the actual cutter 

engagement area changes, and thus, the minimum cutting speed also changes. In the case of the tool-tip 

participating in cutting, the change of the minimum cutting speed will have a great impact on the quality of the 

machined surface [21]. Therefore, it is unreasonable to consider only the variation of a single point’s cutting speed 
in the engagement area. Moreover, the case of cutting into and out within per tooth feed cycle has not been taken 

into account in previous researches, which also has a significant influence on the cutting process.  

In this paper, several key points are selected to describe the change of cutting speed in the entire engagement 

area. A method for solving parameters of tool path direction is proposed, which is within the constraint condition 

of the cutter contact point i.e. the lowest cutting speed position in the engagement area. At the same time, the 

cutting into and out of the tool is considered to optimize the tool feed direction and improve the machining surface 

quality. 

2 Sensitivity analysis of velocity effect in Cutter Workpiece Engagement  

2.1 Cutter Workpiece Engagement (CWE) in ball-end milling  

The purpose of introducing the CWE model in this part is to determine the actual cutting position of the tool, 

so that the cutting speed in the engagement area can be obtained under different tool postures. At present, many 

researches on CWE model have been carried out, mainly including the solid modeler method [22,23], the Z-map 

method [24,25] and the analytical method [26]. The analytical method is more efficient than the other two methods, 

so the analytical method proposed in the reference [26] is used to establish the analytical model of velocity effect.  

The boundaries of CWE when machining the horizontal plane are shown in Fig. 1(a). Three coordinate 

systems are established in the figure, which are the tool coordinate system OXYZ, the processing coordinate system 

OwXwYwZw and the tool contact coordinate system PXcYcZc, where O is the tool ball center, Ow is the processing 

zero point, and P is the cutter contact point between tool and machined surface. It should be noted that the CWE 

model is established in the tool coordinate system OXYZ. 

The feed direction of the tool is f, and the figure shows the boundaries of the engagement area when the tool 

feeds along Yc direction. In this case, the tool engagement area is surrounded by three curves, namely, the 



intersection curve AC of the tool hemisphere and the surface to be machined is an arc on the XOY plane, the 

intersection curve BC of the hemisphere and the current cutting layer is an arc in the XOZ plane perpendicular to 

the feed direction, and the intersection curve AB of the hemisphere and the previous cutting layer. It should be 

noted that BC is the direct contact with the machined surface, and hence the cutter contact point P is located on the 

curve. 
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Fig. 1. CWE boundaries of horizontal 3-axis milling with ball-end cutter [26]; (a) 3D view of CWE, (b) left view of CWE and (c) top 

view of CWE 

The analytical model of curve AB is as follows: 
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Where, N is the down and up milling coefficient, 1 and -1 for down and up milling, respectively, s is the toolpath 

stepover; R is tool radius; e is cutting depth; and κ is the axial position angle of the reference point on the cutting 

boundary. κ is the variable parameter of the analytical expressions. κu and -κd are the upper and lower limits of κ. 

The curve BC also takes the axial position angle κ as a variable, and its analytical model can be expressed as 

follows: 
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The analytical model of curve AC is as follows:  
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Where, θ is the radial position angle of the reference point on the boundary. The value range of θ is: 180°-θs ≤ θ ≤ 
180° for down milling, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ θs for up milling. θs is the phase difference between the two intersections of the 

contact circle and the CWE boundaries. θs can be obtained by the following equation: 
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According to the geometric relationship between adjacent tool paths shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), it is easy to 

obtain the coordinates of A, B and C are as follows: 
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     (5) 

The boundaries of CWE of the inclined surface machined by the 3-axis ball-end milling are shown in Fig. 2. 

Compared with the horizontal plane machining, the position of the tool coordinate system OXYZ in the inclined 

surface machining is unchanged, but the position of P and PXcYcZc have changed. Therefore, it is necessary to 

redefine the direction of PXcYcZc, where Zc points to the spherical center (O) along the normal direction of the 

machined surface, Yc is the projection of the central axis of the tool in the contact plane T, and Xc is parallel to the 

horizontal tangent t of the hemisphere at P. 

 

Fig. 2 CWE in three-axis down milling of inclined plane 

As shown in Fig. 2, if PXcYcZc is translated to the spherical center O, the angle between Z and Zc is the 

machining inclination angle αp. Both X and Xc are on the plane of the hemisphere, and the angle between them is 

the horizontal rotation angle λ of the oblique plane. The feed direction of the tool is f, and the angle between f and 

Yc is β. The contact plane T can be obtained by rotating the horizontal plane around X with the angle αp, and then 

rotating around Z with the angle λ. Therefore, the CWE model of 3-axis machining oblique plane can be obtained 

by spatial rotation transformation based on CWE model of 3-axis end milling the horizontal plane. The CWE 



model of any feed direction on the inclined surface is expressed as Eq. (6). 
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where, (xi yi zi) are the coordinates of any point on the boundaries of the engagement area when feeding along Y, 

(Xi Yi Zi) are the rotated coordinates, Tz is the rotation matrix around Z, TX and is rotation matric around X, β is the 

feed direction angle, αp is the machined inclination angle, and λ is the horizontal rotation angle. 

2.2 Sensitivity analysis of velocity effect 

Usually, the characteristic parameters of the inclined surface in 3-axis machining are the machining 

inclination angle αp and the feed direction angle β. The variations of these two parameters will make the CWE area 

offset longitudinally along the tool hemisphere so that the different positions of the tool participate in the process. 

However, the change of the horizontal rotation angle λ will only make the engagement area move along the 

latitude direction on the rotating hemisphere, and this parameter will not change the actual cutting speed. Hence, it 

does not affect the actual cutting state of ball-end cutters. Therefore, the horizontal rotation angle λ is set to 0° to 

isolate the influence of αp and β on the cutting speed distribution in the engagement area. 
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Fig. 3 Geometric relationship of any point on the CWE boundary  

The velocity effect studied in this paper refers to the influence of the cutting speed in the material 

characteristics and chip formation mechanism under a constant feed rate. The point Di is selected as the reference 

point on the boundary of the engagement area, as shown in Fig. 3. From the geometric relations, it can be derived 

the cutting speed Vc at Di , as shown in Eq. (7), and the feed rate of a ball-end cutter Vf as shown in Eq. (8). 
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where n is the spindle speed, zn is the number of teeth of the cutter, fz is the feed per tooth, Zi is the Z coordinate at 

the reference point.

 In a previous work [21], the speed proportional dimensionless number (φ) was proposed, which was defined 

as the ratio of Vf to Vc. The tool milling performance is described by the value of φ. Without considering the tool 

wear, the smaller the value of φ is, the better the milling performance is, and its first derivative φ` is used to 

describe the sensitivity of the tool velocity effect. As φ` approaches 0, the relative variation of φ decreases, which 

means that the milling process is more stable. φ and its first derivative φ` are shown in Eq. (9) and (10). 
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From the construction of the CWE model in the previous section, it can be seen that the CWE boundaries of 

the ball-end cutter consists of 3 curves. The intersection points A, B, and C of the CWE boundaries are selected as 

the key points on the engagement area, and the relative changes of CWE are described by the variations of these 3 

points. From the CWE model for oblique plane machining, the relationship between the Z coordinates and A, B, C 

points, αp and β can be expressed as Eq. (11). 
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The CWE models discussed in this paper assume the hypothesis that the contact circle is within the 

hemisphere of the tool. When the contact circle is just tangent to the hemispheric top circle, as shown in Fig. 4, the 

maximum inclination angle αpmax is obtained by Eq. (12). In the case of R=5mm, s=0.2mm, e=0.25mm, αp and β 

are taken as variables, where the value range of αp is [0, αpmax], and the value range of β is [-180°, 180°]. The Z 

coordinate variations of A, B and C are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4 Contact circle at αpmax                           Fig. 5 Variations of Z coordinate. 

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the Z coordinate values of A and C change periodically with the feed direction 

angle β, and the phase difference is θs, which can be obtained by Eq. (4). The Z coordinate value of B is little 

affected by β. 

In the case of the spindle speed n=4000 r/min, by substituting the Z coordinates of points A, B, and C into Eq. 

(7), the cutting speed surfaces are shown in Fig. 6 (a). 



 

Fig. 6 The cutting speed variations of 3 key points; (a) 3D view of cutting speed surfaces, (b) left view of cutting speed surfaces, 

(c) front view of cutting speed surfaces  

It can be seen from Fig. 6 (a) that the cutting speed values of A and C also vary periodically with β. To further 

analyze the variations of the cutting speed values of the 3 key points, Fig. 6 (a) is converted into the left view and 

front view, as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c), to facilitate the comparison of the changes of the cutting speed between 

the two points A and C.  

It can be seen from Fig. 6 (b) and (c) that the cutting speed of B is not severely affected by β, but increases 

with αp, and the peak and trough values of the surfaces of A and C are the same, which shows that the two points 

change periodically with the feed direction angle β on the contact circle. When the machining inclination angle 

conforms to αp=arccos[(R-e)/R], the contact circle passes through the tool-tip E, as shown in Fig. 7, the trough 

value of cutting speed at points A and C is 0, and the inclination angle is αp0. 

 

Fig. 7 contact circle passing through tool-tip. 



When αp is in the range of (αp0, αpmax], the tool-tip is on the outside of the contact circle, and the peak and 

trough of the curved surfaces of point A and C increase with the increase of αp. When the feed angle β is in the 

range of [0, 180°-θs], the cutting speed values of point A and C are higher than that of point B, the CWE area is 

located in the upper half of the contact circle, and β is in the high-speed range.  

When β is in the range of [-180°, -θs], the cutting speed of points A and C are less than that of point B, the 

CWE area is located in the lower part of the contact circle, and β is in the low-speed range; when β is in the range 

of [-θs, 0] and [180°-θs,180°], the cutting speed of point B is between A and C, the engagement area is located in 

the middle of the contact circle, and β is in transition. 

Similarly, for the spindle speed n=4000r/min, tooth number zn =2, and the feed per tooth fz=0.15mm, the 

speed proportion dimensionless number φ and its first derivative φ` are obtained as shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b). 

 

Fig. 8 (a) Speed proportional dimensionless number and (b) first derivative of φ. 

As can be seen from Fig. 8 (a) and (b), φ and φ` of B are less affected by the variations of β, the values of φ 

and φ` approach 0 for almost all values of β. Only when αp is close to 0, with the tool-tip participating in the 

cutting, both φ and φ` deviate from 0, and the milling performance decreases. φ and φ` of A and C are greatly 

affected by β. When β is in the high-speed range and transition range, it approaches 0 as a whole, and the milling 

performance of the tool is better. When β is in the low-speed range, φ and φ` of A and C deviate from 0 near αp0, 

which is when the tool-tip takes part in cutting, and the milling performance of the tool is poor. 

 

Fig. 9 Geometric relationship of CWE. 



When αp is in the range of [0, αp0], the tool-tip enters the cutting layer and is inside the contact circle. As 

shown in Fig. 9, with the change of β, the tool-tip may participate in cutting. As the cutting speed near the tool-tip 

is close to zero, ploughing may occur in the machining process, and the mechanism of material removal will 

transform from shear to plastic deformation, resulting in poor surface quality, which will also be corroborated in 

subsequent cutting experiments of this paper. Therefore, to improve the machining surface quality, the tool-tip 

should be avoided to participate in cutting as far as possible, and the part with a higher cutting speed of the tool 

should be involved in cutting, so the selection of β is particularly important. 

As αp gradually tends to 0, the trough values of A and C increase, which can no longer represent the minimum 

cutting speed that may occur in the different feed directions. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that when the tool-tip E 

enters into the contact circle, the position of the minimum cutting speed has been transferred from the contact 

circle where A and C are located to the inner circle where the tool-tip E is located. The intersection points of the 

inner circle and the boundaries CB and AB are recorded as D and D` respectively. The coordinates of D can be 

obtained by spatial rotation transformation through the point with the axial position angle κ=αp on the boundary of 

BC in the case of 3-axis end milling horizontal plane, which can be expressed as in Eq. (13). 
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where, (xD yD zD) are the coordinates of the point with κ=αp on BC in the case of 3-axis end milling horizontal 

plane, which can be obtained by Eq. (2), and (XD YD ZD) is the coordinates of D. The phase angle θs0 of D` and D is 

obtained by Eq. (14), and the coordinates of D` point can be expresses as Eq. (15). 
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The Z coordinates of D, D`, and P, are shown in Eq. (16), Eq. (17), and Eq. (18), are substituted into Eq. (7). 

In the case of n=4000r/min, the cutting speed surfaces of A, B, C, D, D` and P, can be obtained as shown in Fig.10, 

where the range of αp is [0, αp0], and the range of β is [-180°, 180°]. 

 
Fig. 10 3D view of cutting speed surfaces 
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It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the trough values of A and C increase with the decrease of αp, and the peak 

values of the wave decrease with the decrease of αp. Finally, when αp=0, the cutting speed values of A and C reach 

the same state in all feed directions. When αp=αp0, the tool-tip E just passes through the contact circle A and C, and 

D and D` coincide with C and A, thus the cutting speed values of D and D` in Fig. 10 are coincident with C and A, 

thus the accuracy of Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) can be verified. When β is in the range of [-90°-θs0, -90°], the trough 

values of D and D` are 0, and the tool tip E will enter into the engagement area and participate in the cutting. 

3 Optimal conditions of feed direction selection 

This section introduces the optimal conditions of the feed direction when the tool tip is inside the contact 

circle. The CWE area rotates around P with the change of β, that is, P is always in contact with the machined 

surface and participates in the cutting, the cutting speed of P depends only of αp, and the distance between B and P 

is considerably smaller than the length of CWE boundary, hence the cutting speed of B is approximately equal to P. 

When αp is in the interval [0, αp0], the cutting speed in the whole engagement area is relatively low. To keep CWE 

as far away as possible from the tool-tip and avoid the occurrence of the ploughing phenomenon in the cutting 

process, the tool feed direction β should follow two conditions. 

The first condition is that the cutting speed of D and D` is higher than B and P at the same time. In this case, 

the engagement area can be kept as far away as possible from the tool-tip to ensure that the cutting speed values of 

the 6 critical points can be at a relatively high-speed range. In order to further investigate the influence of the 

cutting speed of the 6 points, the surfaces shown in Fig. 10 are converted into a bottom view, shown in Fig. 11. 

These represent the distribution of the lowest cutting speed points in the engagement area under different 

machining inclination angles and feed directions. 

 

Fig. 11 Bottom view of cutting speed surfaces 

When the tool-tip E coincides with the B point, the machining inclination angle is defined as α0, Eq. (19). 

When αp<α0, the radius of the inner circle is less than the distance of PB, and there is no intersection between the 

contact inner circle and the boundary curve AB of the engagement area. At this time, αp is close to 0, and the 

machining condition is similar to a horizontal plane cutting. In this configuration, the optimization of the feed 



direction has little significance. 
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When αp>α0, the primary selected range of feed direction should satisfy β1<β<β2, where β1 is the intersection 

line of cutting speed surfaces P and D, which is obtained by Eq. (20) and (21); β2 is the intersection line of cutting 

speed surfaces P and D`, and the solving process is modelled as shown in Eq. (22) and (23). The red solid line 

enclosed area in Fig. 11 is the primary range of the feed direction. 
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However, when β is in the range of [β1, 0°], as shown in Fig. 12, the minimum cutting speed point in the 

engagement area is on the boundary BC, which is in direct contact with the machined surface. The cutting state of 

the cutting edge passing through BC will directly affect the machined surface quality [27]. When the cutting edge 

participates in cutting from B, the lowest cutting speed on the cutting edge will decrease at first and then rise. The 

cutting state of the tool will be unstable due to the change of the minimum cutting speed, especially P is closest to 

the machined surface, which is not conducive to the improvement of the machined surface quality. For a 

machining inclination angle of αp =15°, for example, the variation of the cutting speed on BC in different feed 

directions is shown in Fig. 13. When β=0, P is the position of the lowest cutting speed point on BC, and with the 

continuous decrease of the feed angle β, the decreasing trend of the lowest cutting speed point in the engagement 

area is more obvious. 
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Fig. 12 Geometric analysis of cutting into from B            Fig. 13 Variation of cutting speed on boundary BC 

Therefore, the second condition is that the minimum cutting speed point on the boundary BC is either B or P 

for the case that the tool participates in cutting from B. To conform to this condition, the Z coordinate value of any 

point on PC should increase monotonously after the cutting edge passes through P. which is expresses as follows: 
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Where, ZPC is the Z coordinate value of any point on PC. When the cutting edge passes through any point on BC, 

there is an axial position angle κ corresponding to it. When κ=0, the intersection position is just at P. By deriving 

Eq. (24) and making its first derivative ZPC`≥0, Eq. (25) can be obtained as follows: 
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The solution of Eq. (25) is as follows: 
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where, the machining inclination angle αp>0, in the right hand side of the equation is monotonically decreasing, 

and the maximum value of 0 is obtained when κ=0. Under the second condition, the feed direction should conform 

to β≥0. 

To sum up, when the tool-tip enters the inside of the contact circle, combined with the above two constraints, 

the feed direction β should be controlled within the optimal range [0, β2], to keep the engagement area away from 

the tool-tip and ensure the good cutting condition of the tool. 

4 Experimental verification and result analysis 

4.1 Cutting experiment  

The cutting experiment was set to 15° inclined surface machining, the tool selected was a solid carbide ball 

end mill with 10mm of diameter (B10), the number of teeth zn =2, the spindle speed n=4000r/min, the feed rate is 

640 m/min, the feed per tooth fz=0.08mm, the cutting depth e=0.3mm, the toolpath stepover s=0.15mm, and the 

feed directions β were selected averagely with 16 angles in the range of(-180°,180°]. Under this condition, the 

CWE area is in the velocity effect sensitive area of the tool, and the tool-tip enters into the contact circle. 

According to the conditions of feed direction selection before, if the cutting speed in the engagement area is kept in 

a relatively high-speed cutting state, the feed direction should conform to 0≤β<β2, where β2 =181.56°. 

The cutting test was carried out on a 3-axis CNC machine tool. The workpiece material was Ti-6Al-4V, and 

the blank size was 100mm*100mm*50mm. The tilting fixture was used to install the workpiece, and the 

inclination angle of the fixture was adjusted to 15°. To avoid the error caused by the installation angle of the 

workpiece, the parallel finishing strategy was used to process the 15° inclined plane before the experiment. 

      

Fig. 14 Tool path for experimental machining.                  Fig. 15 Instruments and equipment used. 

At the beginning of the experiment, a tool (B10) was used for pre-slotting, the tool path for pre-slotting was 

the first path in the respective feed direction, and then a new tool was replaced to finish the process. The finishing 

tool paths for experiment are shown Fig. 14, they are all down milling and the cutting was from the outside of the 

workpiece to the center without coolant. During the cutting process, the KISTLER 9170A rotary dynamometer was 



used to measure the milling force, and the chip samples were collected at the end of each cutting. The instruments 

and equipment used in the machining are shown in Fig. 15. 

4.2 Analysis of experimental results 

The workpiece after pre-slotting is shown in Fig. 16, it can be seen that there are differences in the machining 

surface quality in each feed direction, where the groove surfaces quality of the seven paths from -22.5° to -157.5° 

on the left-hand side are worse than those of other paths. Especially on the paths of -45° and -67.5°, there is an 

obvious phenomenon of material being torn and peeled off on the side of the cutting-into, however, the side of 

cutting out is good and neat. (The concept of "cutting into/out" in this paper means that the cutting edge enters 

into/leaves from the engagement area.) The difference shows that the ball-end cutter is difficult to cut into the 

workpiece, but the cutting out is relatively stable, which indicates that the material removal mechanism is a 

combination of plastic deformation (ploughing) and shearing.  

 

Fig. 16 Workpiece after pre-slotting 

 

Fig. 17 Surface textures in different directions. 



After the finishing process of the experimental workpiece, the white light interference surface profiler 

(Talysurf CCI) and super-depth microscope (VHX-1000) were used to detect the surface quality of each path, and 

the machining textures obtained in different directions are shown in Fig. 17. Through the comparison of the 

machining surface textures in different directions, it can be seen that the machining surfaces on the 9 directions 

within [0°, 180°] are relatively smooth, with only the normal cutting texture of the tool and no other obvious 

surface damage. On the 7 directions from -22.5° to -157.5°, beyond the normal cutting texture, there are obvious 

surface residues on the machined surface, which may be caused by the plastic deformation (ploughing) under poor 

cutting conditions when the tool is in a low-speed cutting zone. 

 

Fig. 18. (a) Surface topographies in different feed directions and (b) Height parameters of surface topographies  

The surface topographies of different feed directions are shown in Fig. 18 (a). From the surface topography 

parameters, it can be seen that the height of machined surface in the feed direction within the range of [0°, 180°] is 



0~4 μm, while the residual damage surface corresponding to the feed direction in [-157.5°, -22.5°] is higher than 

the machined surface, and the height of the surface residue reaches 8~19 μm, which will seriously affect the 
surface machining quality. 

Fig. 18 (b) depicts the changing trend of the height parameters of surface topography in different feed 

directions. According to the international standard ISO25178, there are three parameters used: Sku, Sp, and Sv. The 

Sku indicates the presence or lack of inordinately high peaks/ deep valleys (Sku>3.00) or (Sku<3.00), respectively. 

Sp (largest peak height) and Sv (largest pit height) are parameters evaluated from the absolute highest and lowest 

points found on the surface. 

From the variation trend of the height parameters in Fig. 18 (b), it can be seen that in the feed direction 

interval [0°, 180°], Sku≈3 indicates that the surface is smooth, and there is no presence of inordinately high peaks 

or deep valleys caused by surface residual damage. The two values of Sp and Sv are highly similar and do not 

produce excessive height differences. However, the Sku>3 in the range of [-157.5°, -22.5°], and the difference 

between Sp and Sv increases, especially at -45°, -67.5°, -90° and-112.5°, the value of Sku reaches more than 20, 

and gradually improves on -135° and -157.5°, which is due to the position changing of cutting-into and cutting-out 

on the two paths. 

Fig. 19 shows the cutting-into and cutting-out analysis of six directions in the interval [-157.5°, -45°]. 

Through the geometric relationship of CWE in the figure, it can be seen that the tool cuts into CWE from B in the 

directions of -45° and -67.5°, as B is very close to the contact point, which is very disadvantageous to cut into from 

B in the low-speed range. Therefore the surface quality on these two paths are the worst. On the other hand, for the 

directions of -90° and -112.5°, the position of cutting-into gradually changes from B to C, and the position of 

cutting out changes from A to B, where the tool-tip of the cutter has completely entered into the CWE, however, 

the surface quality of these two directions is not the worst. While for the directions of -135° and -157.5°, the 

cutters are cutting into from A and cutting out from B, although the feed direction is still in the low-speed range, 

the machined surface quality is improved. 

 

Fig. 19 Analysis of cutting into and out in different feed directions 

Fig. 20 illustrates the changes of milling forces in the four feed directions of -45°, 45°, -67.5° and 67.5°, and 

the force data within 0.048s in the cutting process is obtained, which includes Fa (axial force), Ft (tangential force) 

and Fr (radial force). This period includes 6-7 cutting-into and cutting-out processes of the tool. Through 

comparison, it can be seen that the trends of Fa and Fr waveforms are similar for the 45°and 67.5° directions, and 



the fluctuation of force during 6-7 cycles of cutting-into and cutting-out can be clearly seen. On the other hand, for 

the two paths of -45° and -67.5°, it is difficult to find the regular fluctuations of the force caused by cutting-into 

and cutting-out of the tool, which indicates that the radial tool run-out phenomenon occurred and this process was 

unstable. 
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Fig. 20 Comparison of milling force in four feed directions 



Fig. 21 shows the tool wear after finishing, Fig. 21 (a) is the rake face and Fig. 21 (b) is the flank face. From 

the two figures, it can be seen that there is no obvious tool wear or breakage after finishing, which is because the 

machining parameters selected in this experiment are relatively conservative and the amount of material removal 

was small. Therefore, the influence of tool wear or breakage on the machined surface quality and milling force can 

be eliminated. 

 

Fig. 21 Tool wear after finishing, (a) rake face, and (b) flank face. 

The change of chip shape in different feed directions indicates the variation of cutting mechanism in the 

process, which has a corresponding impact on the milling process and machined surface quality. Fig. 22 shows the 

chips in the finishing process in different feed directions, and all the chips in the different directions can be roughly 

divided into three types.  

 

Fig. 22 Comparison of the chip shapes in different feed directions, (a) chips of CWE shape, (b) chips of transition shape and (c) 

chips of swallow-tailed shape. 

The first type is the chips in the feed direction in the range of [67.5°, 135°] as shown in Fig. 22 (a), the shape 

of the chips in this area is similar to that of CWE, and the edge of the chip is neat, indicating that shearing was the 

removal mechanism. It should be noted that due to the dry cutting used in this experiment, the higher cutting speed 

in this range resulted in the increase of cutting temperature and the adhesion between chips, but this does not affect 



the quality of the machined surface. 

In the second type, as shown in Fig. 22 (b), the chips have twisted gradually in the feed directions of 45°, 

22.5° and 0°, but the edges of the chips are still relatively neat. On the other hand, the edges of the chips in the 

directions of -22.5°, -45°, -157.5°, 180° and 157.5° are no longer neat, indicating that the material removal mode 

has changed from shearing to plastic deformation and tearing. The chips on the above eight paths are called 

transitional chips.  

The third type of chip is in the feed directions in the range of [-67.5°,-135°] shown in Fig. 22 (c). The shape 

of this type of chip is similar to the dovetail shape, which is caused by the participation of the tool-tip. In the 

cutting process, the center of the chip is close to the tool-tip, which will lead to a more serious ploughing 

phenomenon in these directions. 

From the comparisons of surface topographies, milling force states and the shape of chips on different paths, 

it is shown that within the optimal range [0, β2] obtained in Section 3, the surface damage caused by ploughing is 

avoided, and the machined surface quality is improved; while in the non-optimal range, material tearing and plastic 

deformation caused by ploughing occurs with the deterioration of the machined surface quality, which verifies the 

effectiveness of the velocity effect sensitive analysis method. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, the chain reactions caused by the velocity effect of ball-end cutters are studied and combined 

with the cutting-into-out analysis and experimental research, the following conclusions are obtained: 

(1) A method for analyzing the velocity effect of the ball-end cutter is established. The result shows that the 

variation of cutting speed caused by the change of feed direction will have a strong impact on the cutting process 

when the tool-tip engages in the contact circle. 

(2) Several critical positions in the engagement area are selected to describe the variations of cutting speed. 

Based on the constraint condition that the cutter contact point is located near the lowest cutting speed position, the 

optimization interval of relatively high-speed feed direction is obtained. 

(3) When the feed direction is in the optimized range, the surface quality is better with the tool-workpiece 

interaction of shearing. However, in the non-optimal interval, the material will have strong plastic deformation and 

tearing in the process of cutting-into, and the cutting-out process is not affected.  

(4) In the feed direction of the non-optimal range, if the tool cuts into the workpiece from the cutter contact 

point, the surface damage will be aggravated, and correspondingly, cutting out from the tool contact point will 

improve the machining surface quality. 

(5) When the tool-tip engages in the contact circle, with the feed direction changing from positive to negative, 

the chips will vary from CWE shape to swallow-tailed shape. 
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Nomenclature 

OXYZ tool coordinate system Zi the Z coordinate at any reference point 

OwXwYwZw processing coordinate system [Tz], [Tx] rotation matrices around Z and X 

PXcYcZc tool contact coordinate system Vf feed rate 

f tool feed direction Vc cutting speed 

N down and up milling coefficient φ, φ` speed proportional dimensionless 

number and it’s first derivative s toolpath stepover 

R tool radius n spindle speed 

e cutting depth zn tooth number 

κ axial position angle fz feed per tooth 

θ radial position angle CWE Cutter Workpiece Engagement 

θs phase difference P Cutter contact point 

β feed direction angle A, B, C Intersection points of CWE boundaries 

αp machined inclination angle D, D` Intersection points between CWE 

boundaries and the inner circle λ horizontal rotation angle 

Di reference point on CWE   
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